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Glenn Bach
Glenn Bach lives and works in Southern California, with
brief stints in Milwaukee and Brooklyn. His long poem,
Atlas, began in 2003 as an investigation of urban sounds, but
has expanded to encompass a broader investigation of place,
landscape, and our (mis-)understanding of the world. Atlas
has been excerpted in Dusie, jubilat, Otoliths, and others.
Glenn uses Twitter (@AtlasCorpus) as a test site for new
segments of Atlas, and documents his other activities at
glennbach.com.

Kayla Bush
Kayla Bush is a creative writing and publishing/editing
double major at Susquehanna University. She has served on
a poetry reading board for Rivercraft and been a copy editor
for Flagship. She also was a guest poetry editor for
Anti-Heroin Chic and is currently their nonfiction editor.
She has a poem forthcoming in The Mark Literary Review.
She is from Lancaster, Pennsylvania and is fueled by coffee,
wanderlust, and music. Find her on Twitter @writeaway17.

Linda M. Crate
Linda M. Crate is a Pennsylvanian native, born in Pittsburgh
yet raised in the rural town of Conneautville. She is a
two-time Push Cart nominee. Her poetry, short stories,
articles, and reviews have been published in a myriad of
magazines both online and in print. She has six published
chapbooks: A Mermaid Crashing Into Dawn (Fowlpox Press
- June 2013), Less Than A Man (The Camel Saloon - January
2014), If Tomorrow Never Comes (Scars Publications,
August 2016), My Wings Were Made to Fly (Flutter Press,
September 2017), splintered with terror (Scars Publications,
January 2018), More Than Bone Music (Clare Songbirds
Publishing House, March 2019), and one micro-chapbook
Heaven Instead (Origami Poems Project, May 2018). She is
also the author of the novel Phoenix Tears (Czykmate Books, June 2018).
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Arabesque Douglas
Arabesque is a non-binary, queer witch who writes about
mental health awareness, relationships, society and the
natural world. They currently live in Middlesbrough,
England with their family and dog, Bonzo. They like
spending time exploring nature and telling their nephew
how important he is! Arabesque can be found on Twitter
@peachydouglas.

Marita Forgét
Marita Forgét is a Toronto based writer, poet and director.
Her first film 'Twenty Bucks' premiered at the 2019 Toronto
Short Film Festival, taking home Best Short Short. She can be
found with her face buried in a book somewhere on Twitter
@maritaforget.

Kara Goughnour
Kara Goughnour is a queer writer and documentarian living
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. They received their Bachelor’s
Degree in Creative and Professional Writing from The
University of Pittsburgh. They are the recipient of the 2018
Gerald Stern Poetry Award, and have work published or
forthcoming in Third Point Press, the Southampton Review,
and over twenty-five others. Follow them on Twitter
@kara_goughnour or read their collected and exclusive
works at karagoughnour.com.
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Liat Miriam
Liat Miriam currently lives in Harlem, after spending time in
Israel, Colorado, North Carolina, and around New York
state. When not writing, she enjoys meeting dogs and eating
hummus. For more, check out her twitter @itsliat.

Meg Mulcahy
Meg is a writer and artist based in Dublin, Ireland. She is a
writer of poetry and flash fiction when she's not copywriting
for money. You can find her @TheGoldenMej on Twitter and
@goldenmej on Instagram. Her blog The Social Seagull lives
at http://socialseagull.com/blog where she writes about
everything from Ariana Grande to witches.

Ada Pelonia
Ada Pelonia is a writer from the Philippines. Her work has
appeared in Milk + Beans, Marias at Sampaguitas, Germ
Magazine, and elsewhere. You may check some of her works
on adapelonia.weebly.com or her Twitter @_adawrites.
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[Entire households boxed and stacked]
Glenn Bach

Entire households boxed and stacked in uniform storage rooms, playgrounds silent in
anticipation of the spasms of play, the crooked red plow affixed to the front bumper of a truck,
the red ribbons streaming from St. Roberts. Red fire hydrants, red stripes in a flag.
All things melt, all things breathe in imperceptible patterns, red stocking caps, breath clouds
from recently started cars, water from shoulders of ice trickle down into puddles, into gated
catacombs.
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[Janus weeps]
Glenn Bach

Janus weeps
and roars into the chamber
of morning, charges
and shrivels,
teaches and steals,
opens and closes an infinite
variety of doors.
Outside,
we seek the truth of the first
day of the new year,
the moon in the flypaper of the heavens,
the roar to come and the wild to be,
a buffer of wait,
a ghost as well.
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River Birch bark
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Log Cabin
Kayla Bush

The demons don’t overheat. They just multiply as the sun beats harder down our dripping
backs. However, they slowly diminish as the leaves transform from green to orange and her
hair brown to red. Our drunken lips among the crisp air. Alcohol pulsing through our young
veins. Brewing. She sends chills down my spine with her red tinged fingertips. With the fire’s
reflection blazing in her eyes, she laces her cool fingers with mine only to provide neutrality,
not shock. As she breathes, I know that I am hers. Beneath the blankets of the fort she insisted
upon building. Among the sweet cider kisses and the soft bourbon whispers. No forceful
punch of rum or the sour of eggnog. I think I fell in love with her with the way she diverted her
path just to step onto a leaf to hear its crunch and the joy on her face following that moment.
As the moon becomes dotted with crimson and gold, and the darkness grows more sinister, she
reminds me that this is her time. And as the clock strikes witching hour, she doesn’t even
flinch.
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wasn’t my intention
Linda M. Crate

i am not sorry for my truth
or the way i feel,
but i will admit perhaps i was wrong;
i am sorry for wounding you
but i don’t apologize for who i am—
i am valid even when i
sometimes miss the mark
because as you said none of us
is perfect,
but maybe i didn’t give him a chance;
i just wanted to be like other
fathers and daughters
to have that closeness and that bond
we shared nothing in common
i always felt as if i were being judged
no matter what i did i felt as if i weren’t good enough—
i know that sometimes i rushed things
maybe i should’ve slowed down,
but i just wanted to focus on my stories
and my creative pursuits;
felt bullied both at home and school
as if i could find no nest where i would be safe
i was the caged bird and i could not find
any reason to sing—
seeing your tears made me feel guilty,
and made me realize that perhaps in felling monsters
i became one myself even if that weren’t
my intention.
- linda m. crate
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the only deduction
Linda M. Crate

i felt excluded
from my own family
always on the outside looking in
thought it would be nice
if i could be loved
just as much as everyone else,
but i didn’t know
how to close all the distance
so i kept it instead;
i can see now all my truths
wound you when i keep them to myself
but i don’t know how to open up
i never have known
how to bloom for you
because i have never felt you
appreciated my petals—
i walked on hot coals and through a hell
of your wounds pressed against me as a weapon
all i wanted was your love,
but you would give me none of heaven;
and mother says you love me
it is hard for me to believe because once you
said if you kept doing the same thing over and over
that you weren’t really sorry so i could only deduce
you meant to hurt me.
- linda m. crate
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A weed
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my first nephew
Arabesque Douglas

it was 5:53 when i knew of your existence
i was twelve when i heard you’d arrived
he was the only baby in the ward
so i put my nervousness aside
your father taught me to hold your hand
i was worried that they might break
i smiled in awe as I held you close
and it somehow settled the ache
of change
i heard you sigh and noticed the flash from the other side of the room
i thought, with a sense of warmth and relief
that change is not always unwelcome
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Port Passage
Marita Forgét

in order to hate
one must
understand
it is simply
the recognition of
love’s absence
yet,
they are two sides
of
the same
state of being
the state of loneliness
stamps passports
designate
to ostracize denizens
we carry it
we carry it with us
indelible ink
provation to satiate curious minds
we are marked.
in the realm of the
othered
re evolution sighs
seats itself
between fractured ribcages
demanding the keys
only spines can create,
fitting perfectly
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underwaterflight
Marita Forgét

I
erupt
Volcanic magma drips
Between supple thighs
Visitors, avert your eyes
lest they wander casually beyond
the Shadows edges
anima
Are you not enticed
fixing ones eye upon the darkest
sides of life?
Be in stillness, as it once camped
underneath your sternum
Pause, in present;
sorrowful intake
the sweet elixir more than a mere
m i x t ur e
begrudgingly graces shoulder plates
Dig, more deep than times essence
awaits
hungrily
languid waves, orgasmic bodily play
gingerly they seep, like a beatbeatbeat
More than bone deep
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The same River Birch, now featuring a bench in the background
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Freight
Kara Goughnour

A man named Leo walks close behind me,
says, I ate pizza and my tooth cap for lunch today
and I turn to his gap of black gore and smile.
His tooth is jagged soot, dark like moss-ridden
tree bark, a fine tiramisu-dusting of rotten root
sifted onto his tongue. But he keeps working;
he has seen worse than this, porter hands dug deep
into recycling bins of pale, yellow kale molted to plastic.
He rolls his highlighter-colored bin of bright-smelling pineapple core
onto the freight elevator, and we wait as the metal chains yawn
their way to the basement. Before the punching-bag uvula
of this metal mouth melts its sand into the floor, Leo knocks
his head in the direction of the emergency call box
and asked if anyone’s ever called me,
says, Telemarketers, politicians, or anyone else
you don’t want to be talking to, especially while at work.
Don’t know how they got the number, but today
they called me about back pain.
Imagine, me, having time for back pain.
Imagine the elevator stuck, the box busy, buzzing
with adverts for a free Hawaiian vacation,
and you, an audience unwillingly stuck in jaw.
Outside, the slim spine of a kitten licks
dirty drips from the grease vat,
darts the moment the metal maw of door latch closes
behind us. And even when the brown tuft of dirt-stuck fur
is gone, I rummage through the winking eyes
of potato tubers and liquid-like onions
for something that could’ve helped.
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Mailed Snail
Kara Goughnour

My coworker unfurls his plastic-gloved palm
to a delicate petal of a pale-brown snail.
He says he found it in the dense forest
of boxed zucchini, cradled in a wooden crate
from California. He calls it one hell of a traveler.
The snail is a black bit of flesh in a spiraling crown-spike of a conch shell.
We pour water on the withered wilt of it,
peel wilts of lettuce off and cover it like grave
of wet sand. My coworker says we should crush it
in the composter’s maw, compact the guilt
into a neat box of rot.
He says that fate has decided it dead,
and we fold that on our tongues for the whole day
before we decide in the early afternoon
that even the smallest of life needs a chance
at making it through this winter,
and we burrow our cold bones
of hand into the icy crust of dirt and place it down
into the best bet at life we can give it.
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Gentleman.
Liat Miriam

They’re working on immortality.
I’d rather they perfect painless tattoo removal so I can rid my side body of the rainbow. Stop
calling me good guy, I am woman, woman; feminine body that drips white mucus. Feminine
body you used to touch; hand on back, hand on thigh, hand on hand. Asked for a stick and
poke to look like the criminal you are. Stopped eating --- the cocaine keeps you empty, but
gained weight; 5 pounds --- I am envious of your willpower. Got over your crack addiction --I didn’t care about that, more about your addiction to the women who kept you smoking.
Promise you’ll call before your ship goes down --- I won't post bail, I’ll send you letters as you
drown; insist you were a good guy. You always got me high, at least. I am sick of being the
only person at the party cigarette-free. The one with no work ethic. I ask why you want to die
so badly, you counter; why do you want to live when elementary schools are shot up and there
is no clean water to drink? My life may be empty, but at least I didn’t sacrifice it to Hashem in
front of a shaman and thirty of my closest friends like you did while you were in South
America taking ayahuasca. I may be cautious but that doesn’t mean I won’t die before you do.
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A fig tree
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Ophelia
Meg Mulcahy

Every day, a fresh storm something isn’t right
but it has come, invisible
to meet us at the place where we
loan cigarettes, hold hands
and wash our faces in rose water.
It is a smoke
that rises pink inside us
growing, furled, tumbling
into every breath
clasping to good bodies.
It is the not knowing that kills us
when we let the horrors in.
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The Witches’ Tea Party
Meg Mulcahy

You gave me ghosts
and I carried them with me
into the mountains.
This is a land of witches
whose kettles pour thick
the air white
filigree Veins flow silver to basins
dividing worlds
(The depth of these things doesn’t go away).
Their shovels squelch and slice the earth
into moist slabs of pine-needle sprinkled cake.
A body could be swapped
in this blinding steam
- but they prefer each other’s company.
There is no terror like the one inherited
No harm could befall that hasn’t already been done.
Sliabh. Slieve. Leave.
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doze it off
Ada Pelonia

my mother asks me
how’s my day, and i only
answer with a soft nod
and head to the bed
where the soft sheets
welcome me as a part
of theirs and not an
unmatched puzzle piece
doing her best to fit in
they ask if
something’s been bothering
me and i smile at them
that reassuring smile
people tend to believe
is enough to know if
someone’s fine or not
and go to my desk
doze until i can barely
remember the world
i wonder if that’s the case
why a deep slumber
creeps inside a heart
aching to be noticed
be part of a whole
only to be set aside
and come unnoticed
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Saucer Magnolia
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and if you give me a piece of yourself,
i promise i will hold it until you come back
a hope that hurts
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